Annex 16

Registration

Scope of the review on
“Coke Dry Quenching (CDQ) Waste Heat Recovery for Power Generation Project of Wugang No. 9 and 10 Coke Ovens” (1695)

1. The Board agreed to undertake a review of the project activity “Coke Dry Quenching (CDQ) Waste Heat Recovery for Power Generation Project of Wugang No. 9 and 10 Coke Ovens” (1695).

2. The Board agreed that the scope of the review relating to issues associated with validation requirements shall cover a review to assess the additionality of the project activity, through an assessment of:

   (a) the investment analysis with potential variation in electricity price and total operating cost; and

   (b) real and continues actions taken to secure CDM status for the project activity in parallel with its implementation (EB41, Annex 46, para. 5(b) guidance) during the gap between start date of project activity and PDD writing contract with second CDM consultant (c. 15 months) and signing of letter of intent with CER buyer (c. three years)